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Scholastic's next multi-platform mega-event begins here!History is broken, and three kids must

travel back in time to set it right!When best friends Dak Smyth and Sera Froste stumble upon the

secret of time travel -- a hand-held device known as the Infinity Ring -- they're swept up in a

centuries-long secret war for the fate of mankind. Recruited by the Hystorians, a secret society that

dates back to Aristotle, the kids learn that history has gone disastrously off course.Now it's up to

Dak, Sera, and teenage Hystorian-in-training Riq to travel back in time to fix the Great Breaks . . .

and to save Dak's missing parents while they're at it. First stop: Spain, 1492, where a sailor named

Christopher Columbus is about to be thrown overboard in a deadly mutiny!
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Dak Smyth leads a pretty boring, he actually prefers to spend most of his time in the past, digging

through history books and spouting out facts much to his parents embarrassment and his

classmates delight to ridicule him. His best friend Sera Frosts however gets him... in fact, if

someone to ask Dak, he would tell you that she is an even bigger nerd than he is.When Sera finds

the final piece to Dak's parents secret attempt at creating a time machine called the Infinity Ring,



Daks life gets a whole lot more interesting. After all, how much cooler is it to go back and

experience history first hand then read about it hundreds of years later? When Dak and Sera go

back in time with Dak's parents things go terribly wrong... for one thing, when they return Dak and

Sera are alone, somehow Dak's parents are lost in time. And when Dak and Sera are taken away

by people who want and need what the Infinity Ring can do... things go from bad to worse.Now Dak

and Sera, and a Historian named Riq are on a mission to go back in time and not only fix what is

called a "break" in time, but hopefully find Dak's parents along the way. First stop... Spain, 1492....

and a meeting with Christopher Columbus!Infinity Ring is a middle grade style read. In the beginning

it gave me memories of Narnia, kids traveling to another world, in this case, another time. Yet

Infinity Ring is going to speak to todays young teens. The book is fun and moves quickly and holds

your attention. Within the book the main characters (all in their teens) solve word and picture

puzzles to know what they are supposed to do. I found this highly engaging as I love puzzles and

wanted to figure out the clues right along with them!
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